
Feedback of Hobby Classes (III-V) 

Topic : Easy Talk!! 
 

As planned, everything went very smoothly. All the sessions were remarkably interesting and productive 

for the children. The best part was the involvement of teachers, students as well as parents in this 

activity. Children enjoyed enacting role plays and their mothers and families too participated in the 

activities by playing the *role of vegetable-seller, attending the phone call, Rapid fire question framing 

game*, handling different situations and so on. Apart from giving self-introduction, understanding the 

importance of English in our day to day life, children also learnt to describe their city in an informative 

way. During the classes, children showed improvement in their expressions, gestures, and pronunciation 

skills. Overall, the whole session ended fruitfully by fulfilling the expectations of children as well as 

parents. 

 

Feedback received from Parents 

1. We the parents of Gunveer of class III A are really satisfied with the hobby class of “Easy Talk”Gunveer 

is enjoying a lot in hobby classes – He learnt many things like how to do communication with others in 

English. At the end, we would like to thank Principal ma’am for organizing hobby classes and also 

would like to thank Ranjana ma’am and Sumit ma’am and Gangotri ma’am. 

Mr. Harnarender Singh and Ms. Satinder Kaur P/O Gunveer III-A 

 

2. The ‘Easy Talk’ class was a great experience. It was a good opportunity for the students to learn 
something new and innovative. The classes were taken with a good plan and with great involvement by 
all the wonderful teachers. Individual attention and participation were given to each of the students. A 

great effort by the school and the teachers. Thank you for bringing up such things for our children  
Sugandh Jain M/O Mishika Jain Class III- A 

 
3. ‘Easy Talk’ class conducted by Sumeet ma'am, Ranjana ma’am, Gangotri ma'am was very unique and 

interesting both for students and parents. It increased my bonding with my daughter as we discussed a 
lot regarding fun activities provided by the teachers. My daughter enjoyed each and every activity 
given by her lovely teachers as she use to say .....I want to hug my teachers for these . Teachers have 
put in so much of efforts for these. Really happy after performing for her these 

activities. .Wish such activities should continue in future with lovely dedicated teachers 

.... Thank u to each teacher for everything they doing for our kids  
Dr. Shikha Bhardwaj M/O Meher Bhardwaj IV- D 

 
 

 



4. It was a wonderful experience for my daughter Kristi as she is learning with fun and experienced a new 
way of talking this will definitely help her to boost her confidence. 

Thank you Sumeet ma'am, Ranjana ma'am and Gangotri ma'am.  
Kashish Dewan &Akanksha Dewan P/O Kristi Dewan III- A 

 
5. Dear Teachers  

I really appreciate the efforts made by the entire team for 'Easy Talk' -hobby class. This was indeed a 
great platform for children to learn from you all.  

Kudos  
Warm Regards  

Sunaina M/O Kabeer Class III-B 
 
6. It was outstanding not only for Yuvraj even than me also I also learnt many things u all r very 

hardworking your efforts means a lot for me thank u so much Sumeet Ma’am, Ranjana Ma’am and 
Gagotri Ma’am Thank u so much once again salute to your hard work even salute to all SPS 

team  
HemaBudhija and KashishBudhija P/O YuvrajBudhija IV-D 

 
7. Mam, children enjoyed these "Easy Talk " classes so much!  

It also helped them to enhance their vocabulary n they have also learnt many new things through it.  

Appreciations to ur hard work  
Thank You. 

Dr. Poonam Hasija M/O NishkarshHasija III-A 
 
8. Dear ma’am 
  ‘Easy Talk’ class was so effective class. It was excellent. Thanks to Ranjana ma’am, Sumeet ma’am and   
   Gangotri ma’am. 

Nisha M/O Vansh IV-A 

 

9. What I joined as ahobby class, soon became an interesting Communication Skills session for me. The 

‘Easy Talk’ class by Ranjana ma’am, Sumeet ma’am and Gangotri ma’am has given me confidence to 

speak in front of people and in different situations. The different role plays and situations they gave us 

have taught us how to communicate better in English. I thank my teachers for this wonderful class. 

By: Varnika Sharma V- B 

 

 

 

 



Topic :  Satisfy your hunger without fire!! 
 

The recipes provided to children like Mexican salad, nacho with corn dip, bread vada, canapiesetc 
generated more curiosity amongst young learners. However students were also motivated to adhere to 
healthy and best of dishes to keep themselves healthy while taking care of table manners, table layout 
and usage of fork-knife.   
The scrumptious beverages shared with students like choco-cookie shake, watermelon Punch, Mango 
soda  proved to be an icing on the cake.  
All the recipes were appreciated by parents and students through various modes. 
Overall, the whole session ended fruitfully by fulfilling the expectations of children as well as parents. 

 

Feedback received from Parents 

1. Thanks ma’am for all the delicious recipes you taught to these kids as they are trying something new by 

their own and putting all their efforts to make the recipes great. It also make them little bit responsible 

and independent while doing their work. Thanks for all the efforts you all teachers are putting to make 

this lockdown school session successful. 

 Ms. Vineeta Gupta M/O Ananya Gupta Class VC 

2. Hi ma’am, It was a wonderful session for kids. They learnt many dishes and are happy to make them 

independently. They enjoyed well. A good initiative by school and inimitable effort by teachers.  

     Ms. PrabhjotKaur  M/O Tvisha Mankoo Class IIIA 

3. Hello ma’am , thanks a lot for these recipes. Kids loved them a lot and enjoyed making them too. 

MsJyoti Khatri M/O Riya Khatri ClassVD 

4. Dear ma’am , yummy food items prepared by my son. We liked them all. Thanks a lot. 

                                                                                                          Dr. Anupma M/O  AadvikPanghal Class IVA 

5. Hello ma’am , thanks a lot for this cooking classes. Your recipes really helped children to become 

independent. 

                                                                                         Dr. InduChhikara M/O KinjalChhikara Class IIIC 

 

6. It was a wonderful experience for  my daughter Ravleen to attend cookery class  as she has learnt a lot 

many recipes. This class was very interesting and teachers have put in a lot of effort in training kids. 

She was very enthusiastic to try the dishes taught by you soon after the class. Thank you so much for 

developing interest in cooking. God bless . 

Ms. SumeetKaur  M/O RavleenKaurClass VC 

 



Topic : Exercise of practical life 

 "The best way to cheer yourself up is to try to cheer somebody else up" 

Hobby class of exercise of practical life enhanced the independent and helping nature of the children 

(classes lll- V).We have discussed.....we have enjoyed activities and exchanged the views too. Students 

learnt how to take care of self, environment, grace and courtesy. At last but not the least we organized 

an activity *' Green Fashion Show'* which was a blast.....all the students participated with great pomp 

and show. 

Feedback received from Parents 

 
 1.  “I, Parul Kaushik,mother of Parth Kaushik 4th-D, admire the efforts of sps to provide such special 

everyday life challenges (practical life skills) hobby classes for the kids in summer vacation”.Start of 

the vacation with such positive and nurturing feed for the student's mind is really helpful in their 

personality development..Respected Bina Sharma ma'am and Respected MeghaBatra ma'am have 

really made a point in making kids aware of  

      1. Personal hygiene 2. Basic etiquettes 3. Being repectful towards family 4. Being a helping hand at  

home 5. About saving the environment .. 

And many such good things in very gentle and caring manner, also in a limited span of time.I feel glad 

and am thankful to the school and teachers😊😊 

Ms.Parul Kaushik M/O Parth Kaushik ClassIV D 

2. The classes was very nice .Gaurika also enjoyed the classes. All the things were very nice. All the things 

which you told she does every day.Thank you so much for guidance & learning to children how to do 

help to the parents🙏🏻🙏🏻                                                           

                                                                                                       Ms.Seema Mehta M/O-GaurikaClassV B 

3. Hi ma'am I liked the classes very much . In the class , I got to learn many things which will help me in 

future like how to arrange the clothes and many more . This class made me more disciplined..😊 

Ms.Prabhjot KaurM/O  Humreet kaur Class VD 

4. Good and interactive sessions conducted by the teachers            

Ms. Rakhi M/O Raunak Class IV A 

 
 



FEEDBACK OF ART HOBBY CLASS 

 
“It was an amazing and interesting experience getting taught by you. It was my first time with acrylic 
paint. I wish there could be more classes. Also, I can't wait to learn from you in school soon. Thank you so 
much ma'am.I am going to miss you so much dear mam. Please find the glimpse of my first paintings.” 
 
By:Dr Varuna M/O Shivanjali Class IIIC 
 

         
 

 
 


